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A communications vacuum at the national level threatens
the US competitive position in biotechnology. There is no
evidence of a groundswell of national political support
for or commitment to the biotechnology industry. This
commitment is a prerequisite for the United States to
compete successfully in the worldwide biotechnology
industry.

At the recent AgBIOTECH '88 Conference, John F. Hussey
warned biotechnology company executives not to ignore
national policy makers who can support and send signals to
go for it. Such signal.swill create a more stable
environment that will allow the industry to proceed as
rapidly as good science permits. Effective communications
is essential to create an atmosphere of public trust.
Misinformation or the lack of information can undermine
public confidence in the science and derail industry's
progress.

Noting that members of Congress generally share a cautious
support for biotechnology, Hussey encouraged industry
executives to provide objective, credible information to
legislators in order to win their confidence and
leadership. He called on industry to meet with governors,
state legislators, state farm group directors and other
state opinion leaders to generate support for
biotechnology.



Hussey, former corporate vice president of public affairs
for Monsanto Company, applauded the industry for its
communications programs associated with field tests and
new products, noting fewer incidences of demonstrations,
vandalism and protests by critics.
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Federal speudiq
coatiDues

to increase

What's Ahead for Business
Edited byHowant Banks

GOVERlOIDT'S>RIID TRBASURB TROVE

SPENDING ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE U.S.-government,
corporate plus universities and foundations-will total $131.5 billion
in 1988, according to a new survey by Battelle's Columbus division.

That's a healthy 7% 01 so up 0lJ. 1987 levels, but slower than the 10%
to 11% national average maintained through themid-1980s.

Slower growth this year mainly affects corporate spending. Economic
uncertainty is to blame, says Battelle's Jules Duga.
Federal R&D spending, however, is slated toremain buoyant. The
National Science Foundation predicts around a 10% increase over
1987~ despite budget squeezes. The feds in 1988 will account fOI over
49% of all R&D spending (up fIOm46%in 1987).
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FOUR GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS DOMINATE, not surprisingly headed
by the Department of Defense (about two-thirds of federal R&D
spending). The others ale Health &.Human Services, mostly through
the Natiol1al1nstitutesof Health [around 12%); Energy (8%); and the
Natio~alAeronaudcs s, SpaceAdministIation (7%; seep. 101).

Aerospace will continue to dominate. Of the $24 billion to be spent on
R&D in thissecror in 1988, almost 80% will be federally funded. The
electrical machinery and telecommunications sectors will together
spend just over $10 billion, 40% ofit federally funded.

But mostmanufactUIing sectors pay fOI much. of their own R&D. In
1988 machinery will spend $11.9 billion (12.5% federal money); chem
teals $9.4 billioll (3%); autos and trucks $9.2 billion (23%); instru-

d',<,meIIt~$6.8billi()n(15'Jbhpetrol~um$2'5billion{virtuallynone of it
'~'federalmoney);rubber $L5·billion (16%); and food and beverages $1

billion (noIle).

The top ten corporate spenderst General Motors, IBM, Ford, AT&.T,
GE, Du Pont, Eastman Kodak; UTC, Hewlett-Packard and Digital
Equipment;

PENl?ING IlY THE 600PEDERAL LABORATORIEs andtheir 100,000 scien
s, run by 12 government departrnents-$16.4 billion this year, up

$15.5 billion in 1987-is included in these totals.

An attempt is under way to encourage industry to use the results of
this government research commercially, The Federal Technology
Transfer Act of 1986 even allows corporations to negotiate exclusive
rights to particular govemmentresealch, fOI a,shale of the profits.

Individual governmentresearchers can benefit,too, with up to 15% a
year of industry's payments fOIthe life of the patent, to a maximum of
$100,000 a year, One winner is Robert Gallo of NIH's National Cancel
Institute fOI techniques used in detecting the AIDS virus,

But this SOIt of example is rare.. Few corporations have latched on to
what should be a treasure trove-U.S. corporations, that is. Since the
doors on these federallabs were opened, U.S. business visitors have
been outnumbered ten to one by those from Japanese companies.
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Industrial Innovation in Japan and
the United States

EDWIN MANSFIELD

Japanese firms tend to be quicker and more economical
than U.S. firms at developing and introducing new prod.
ucts and processes, but this advantage seems to exist only
among innovations based on external technology, rather
than internal technology. Whereas U.S. firms put more
emphasis on marketing start-up, they put much less
emphasis on tooling, equipment, and manufacturing fa
cilities than do Japanese firms. Applied R&D in Japan,
which focuses more on processes than in the United
States, seems to have yielded a handsome return; but
there is no evidence that the rate of return from basic
research has been relatively high in Japan. In robotics, the
Japanese edge seems to increase as one moves from R&D
toward the market.

A MERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP IS BEING SEVERE

ly challenged in many high-technology industries by the
Japanese (1) . Yet very little systematic investigation has been

catried out to determine how much of an advantage, if any, Japan
has0Vet the United States in developing and commercially introduc
ing the new products and processes that are central to success in
these industries. Intensive empirical studies have not been conduct
ed to compare the extent, composition, and effectiveness of the
research and development (R&D) activities of Iapanese firms with
those of comparable U.S. firms. We do not have an adequate
understanding of the differences between Japan and the United
States in the rates of diffusion of many new technologies (2).

In this article, I sununarize some of the principal results of a 2
year study, based largely on data obtained from carefully selected
samples ofseveral hundred Japanese and U.S. firms, which shed new
light on these important topics. Differences between the two

T8ble 1. Mean ratio ofV.S. to Japanese innovation times and orv.s. to
Japanese innovation costs, from data provided by 50 Japanese and 75 U.S.
firms for 1985 (5).

Mean ratio of Mean ratio of
innovation times innovation costs

Industry
U.S. U.S. JapaneseJapanese

estimates estimates estimates estimates

Chemicals 1.04 0.96 1.02 1.14
Rubber 1.16 1.10 .- 1.16 1.22
Machinery 1.17 1.23 1.21 1.28
Metals 0.99 1.18 0.95 1.10
Electrical 1.03 1.42 1.04 1.32
Instruments 1.00 1.38 1.23 1.40

All industries 1.06 1.18 1.10 1.23
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countries in the quickness and cost of developing and introducing
new products and processes are evaluated, and the size, composi
tion, and effects of industrial R&D expenditures in the two coun
tries are compared. Also, the introduction and diffusion in both
countries of a particular new technology, the industrial robot, are
analyzed. /

Time and Cost Differentials
In the chemical, rubber, machinery, instruments, metals, and

electrical equipment industries (3), firms from both countries tend
to agree that the Japanes< develop and commercially introduce new
products and processes more quickly than the Americans, although
their advantage in this respect is not as great as is sometimes
claimed. This finding is based on detailed data obtained from a
random sample of50 Japanese and 75 U.S. firms. Averaged over all
six industries, the time dilferential in 1985 was about 18%, accord
ing to the [apanesefirms, or 6%, according to the U.S. firms (Table
I). However, the picture varies from industry to industry. In some
industries, like machinery, both the Japanese andU.S, firms indicate
that there was a substantial differential. In other industries, like
instruments, the Japanese firms indicate that there was a substantial
differential, whereas the U.S. firms do not. In still other industries,
notably chemicals, both the Japanese and U.S. firms indicate that
there was no large differential. These data pertain to the length of
time elapsing from the beginningof applied research (if there was
any) by the innovator on a new product or process to the date of the
new product's or process's first commercial introduction (4).

On the average, the Japanes< also develop and commercially
introduce new products and processes more cheaply than the
Americans. Averaged over all six industries, the resource cost

differential in 1985 was 23%, according to the Japanese firms, or
10%, according to the U.S. firms. Here too, the situation varies
from industry to industry. For example, in machinery and instru
ments, based on both the Japanese and U.S. estimates, the cost
differential seemed substantial; in chemicals, on the other hand, the
U.S. firms do not indicate that any substantial differential existed.
The cost figures used here include all costs to the innovator of
developing and introducing the innovation. Specifically, they in"
elude the costs (before the innovation's first commercial introduc
tion) of applied research, preparation of project requirements and
basic specifications, prototype or pilot plant, tooling and manufac
turingequipment and facilities, manufacturing start-up, and market-

The author is director of the Center for Economics and Technology and professor of
Economics at the University of Pennsylvania., Philadelphia, PA 19104, This arti~:= is
adapted from his talk at the 25th anniversary of the School of Managematt at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY,27 February 1988, and from his testimony
before the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, Washington, DC, 2 December
1987.
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ing start-up. Because the Japanese cost figures were converted
to dollars on the basis of purchasing power parities for resources
used in the innovation process, they indicate approximately how
much the resources used in japan would have cost in the United
Stares.

To understand the faerors responsible for these cost and time
differentials, one must recognize that some innovations are based
largely on external technology (that is, teChnolO~ developed out
side the innovating firm), whereas others are ased largely on
inrernal technology (that is, technology developed within the
innovating finn). To see whether these cost and time differentials
depend on whether innovations are based on internal or 'exrernal
technology, I picked a random sample of 60 major japanese and
U.S. firms in the chemical industry (defined broadly to include
pharmaceuticals and petroleum), the machinery industry (including
computers), and the electrical equipment and instruments indus
tries. The sample is composed of 30 matched pairs; each pair
consists of a U.S. and a Japanese firmofroughIy comparable size in
the same industry. Every firm indicated how much time and money
it devoted, on the average, to thedevelopment and commercializa
tion of each of the new products it introduced from 1975 to 1985,
depending on whether the product was based on external or internal
technology. According to expert opinion, the new products intro
duced by each pair of finns were reasonably comparable.

Like the estimates obtained from the 125-finn sample described
above, the results indicate that the Japanese tend to have significant
cost and time advantages over U.S. finns. However, these advan
ta~ seem to be eonfined to innovations b.:;a on exreriill tecliiioI-

)(:-0 where the COSt and orne differcntHlIS are eater than those
iodicarcd a vet. Among innovanons ase on internal technoogy,
there seemsto beno significant difference in average cost or time
betweenJapan and the United States (5).

to the fact thatthe Japanese, in carrying out such innovations, have,.
been more likely than the Americans to make significant technical
adaptations of the imitated product and to reduce its production·
costs substantially. The Americans have been more inclined than the
Japanese to invest heavily in marketing start-up costs in an effort to
position such innovations optimally in the market, the emphasis

. being more on marketing strategies than on technical performance
and production cost. On balance, despite the Japanese emphasis on
tooling, equipment, and facilities, this seems to have resulted in
relatively high commercialization costs for such innovations in the
United States. '

Resource Allocation in the Innovation Process
japanese firms, in carrying out an innovation, allocate their

resources quite differently than do U.S. firms, Table 2 shows the
proportion of the total cost of developing and introducing a new
produer (introduced in 1985) that was incurred in each of the
following stages of the innovation process: applied research, prepa
ration of projectrequirements andbasicspecifications, prototype or
pilot plant, tooling and manufaeruring equipment and facilities,
manufacturing start-up, and marketing start-up. My sample was
chosen from the chemical, machinery, electrical equipment, instru
ments, rubber, and metals industries (3). It contains 50 matched
pairs, in which each pair consists of a U.S. and Japanese finn of
roughly comparable size in the same industry.

The percentage of total innovation cost devoted in Japan to

Table 2. Percentage distribution of innovation costs, 100 firms, Japan and
the United States, 1985 (5).

Tobie 3. CompanyR&D funds as a percentageof net sales, japan and the
United States (12).
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Innovations Based on External Technology
As a first step toward understanding why the Japanese have COSt

and time advantages over U.S. firms With respect to innovations
based on external technology, it is important to recognize that,
according to the above data, U.S. finns take almost as long, and
spendalmost as muchmoney, to cany out an innovation based on
external technology as one based on internal technology. In the
development part of the innovation process (beginning at the start
of R&D and ending when the produer is developed), a U.S.
innovation based on external technology takes less time andmoney
than one based on internal technology; but in the commercialization
part (beginning when the produer is developed and ending when it
is first introduced commercially), the time and cost are at least as
great as one based on internal technology.

f In japan, on the other hand, finns take abour 25% less time, and
lispend about 50% less money, to carry out an innovation based on
I external technology than one based on internal technology. More-

over,this is true in all industries included in my study. The contrast
between japanese and U.S. firms in the commercialization part of
the innovation process is particularly striking. Whereas in the
United States the commercialization of an innovation based on
enema! technology takes more time and about as much money as
the commercialization ofone based on internal technology, in Japan
it takes about 10% less time and over 50% less money than the
commercialization of an internal technology-based innovation.

Many innovations based on external technology are new products
that imitate others in important respects. The relatively higher
commercialization cost for innovations based on external technolo
gy in the United States than in Japan seemsto have beendue in part
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Stageof innovation process

Applied research
Preparation of product specifications
Prototype or pilor plant
Tooling and manufacturingequipment

and facilities
ManufactUring start-up
Marketingstart-up

Total

"Due to rounding, numbers do not sumto total.

Industry

Food
Textiles
Paper
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Ferrous metals
Nonferrous metals
Fabricated metal products
Machinery
Electrical equipment
Motor vehicles
Other transportation equipment
Instruments

Total manufacturing

Japan'
(%)

14
7

16
44

10
8

100

Japan
(1986)

0.8
1.2
0.7
3.8
0.4
2.9
1.9
1.9
1.6
2.7
s.i
3.0
2.6
4.5
2.7

United
States
<%)

18
8

17
23

17
17

100

United
States
(1985)

0.4
0.5
1.3
4.7
0.7
2.2
0.5
1.4
1.3
5.8
4.8
3.2
1.2
9.0
2.8



rooting and manufacturing equipment and facilities is almost double
that in the United- States. (Moreover, this difference is found in
practically every industry in the sample.) This reflects, of course,
japan's emphasis on process engineering and efficieot manufac
turing facilities. On the other hand, the percentage of total innova
tion cost devoted to manufacturing start-up is significantly higher in
the United States than in japan. This may reflect greater difficulties
in attaining desired quality levels in the United States than in japan
and the tendency of Japanese engineers to work more closely and
directly with their work force than American engineers do (6).

Particularly striking is the difference in marketing start-up costs
that is, the expenses of pre-introduction marketing activities. In
every industry in the sample, the percentage oftotal innovation cost
devoted to marketing start-up in the United States is almost double
that in Japan. If U.S. firms could reduce this percentage to the
Japanese level (while holding constant the amount they spend on
other stages ofthe innovation process), it appears that about 60% of
the Japanese cost advantage would be eliminated (7).

Industrial R&D
Many observers are impressed by the efficiency of japanese

industrial R&D. Indeed, the president of the Semiconductor Re
search Corporation has gone so far as to state that: "The United
States may never match japan's R&D efficiency" (8, p. 40). Ifone is
willing to accept a highly simplified, but frequently employed,
econometric model (9), the results are consistent with the conten
tion that applied R&D in Japan hasyielded a bj"gber rate of return

(10) than in theUnited Stares This ,ontep!bj? seems rrasonable,
givm)apan's greater em hasis on c6'iiiiiierClal rather than ovem
meat- d projects an its reliance on advanced t:ogy
from the West, whiCh epula fi adapted and jmp"'wed a~vely
1<?)V cost. On the other hand., the econometric results provide no
mdlcalion that basic research has been particularly effective in Japan
(11). Based on these findings, the Japanese advantage has been
confined largely to applied R&D, particularly R&D concerned with
the adaptation and improvement of existing technology.

Comparison of official data in both countries shows that the
R&D intensity ofmanufacturing firmshas increased more rapidly in
Japan than in the United States, which is not surprising, given the
previousfinding that the rate of return from applied R&D has been
higher there than here. In 1986, company-financed R&D expendi
tures in manufacturing were about 2.7% of sales in Japan, in
comparison with about 2.8% in 1985 in the United States (Table 3)
(12). In 1970, the corresponding figures were 1.3% for Japan and

2.2% for the United States. In all industries other than machinery,
instruments, paper, and petroleum, Japan has narrowed the gap
substantially. In some industries (food, textiles, metals, and rubber)
Japan now leads; in other industries (paper, petroleum, machinery,
and instnunents) the United States now leads; andin therestthere
is a relatively small difference in R&D intensity.

japanese firms seem to give users of their R&D results a more
important role in shaping their R&D programs than do U.S. firms.
japanese firms seem to base about one-third of their R&D projects
on suggestions from their production personnel and customers,
whereas only about one-sixth of U.S. projects come from these
sources. 130th production personnel and customers tend to be users
of a firm's R&D results. In contrast, U.S. firms seem to put more
emphasis than do the Japanese on the R&D function as a generator
of R&D projects. Particularly in the electrical equipment industry,
U.S. firmstend to base a larger percentage oftheir R&D projects on
suggestions from R&D personnel than do japanese firms.

Composition of Industrial R&D
Because R&D projects are so heterogeneous, it is important to

look behind the total R&D figures at the composition of firms'
R&D expenditures. Fifty Japanese firms were chosen at random in
the chemical, electrical equipment, instrument, machinery, rubber,
and metals industries, and for each Japanese firm I picked at random
a U.S. firmof the same industry and approximate size. The firms in
this sample carry out about 25% of the R&D in each country in
these industries. Based on detailed information obtained from each
of these 100 firms (50 matched pairs), the Japanese seem to devore
about as large a percentage oftheir R&D expenditures to relatively
risky and long-term projects as do U.S. firms (Table 4). ThisdiIfers
greatly from the early 1970., when Peck and Tamura characterized
Japanese industrial R&D as composed very largely of"low-risk and
short-term projects" (13).

However, it is by no means true that Japanese and U.S. industrial
R&D have become essentially the same. Whereas U.S. firms report
that almost one-half of their R&D expenditures are going fur
projects aimed at entirely new products and processes, Japanese
firms report that only about one-third of their R&D expenditures
go for this purpose (14). (Outside the chemical industry, in which
there is little difference in this regard, the gap is even wider.) Of
course, this is in accord with a great deal ofaneedotal information to
the deer that the Japanese devote more of their R&D resources to
the improvement and adaptation of existing products and processes
(rather than to the development of entirely new products and

Table4. Composition of R&D expenditures, 100 firms (50 matched pairs), Japan and the United States, 1985 (9).

Industry

Japan
UnitedStates

Japan
United States

Japan
United States

Percentage of R&D expenditures

Basic Applied Products Entirely

research research (rather than new products
processes) and processes

All industries combined
10 27 36 32
8 23 68 47

Chemicals*
II 42 48 42
11 39 74 43

Machinery, t instruments, metals, andrubber
9 23 32 28
4 9 62 51

Projects with
<0.5 estimated

chance of success

26
28

24
39

26
16

Projects
expected to

last >5 years

38
38

39
41

37
36

·Including drugs. tlnduding electrical equipment and computers,
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PI'<XXSSCS) than do U.S. firms.
Even more striking is the diJference between Japanese and U.S.

firms in their alJocation of R&D resources between projects aimed
at improved product technology and projects aimed at improved
process technology. The U.S. firms in this sample devote about two
thirds of their R&D expenditures to improved product technology
(new products and product changes) and about one-third to
improved process technology (new processes and process changes).
Among the Japanese firms, on the other hand, the proportions an:
reversed, two-thirds going fur improved process technology and
one-third going fur improved product technology (15).

These resultsshed new light on a major issueconcerning industri
al R&D in the United Stares. Many observers have criticized U.S.
industry for neglecting process innovation. As the President's
Commission on Industrial Competitiveness puts it, "It does us little
good to design state-of-the-art products, ifwithin a short time our
foreign competitors can manufacture them more cheaply" (16, p.
20). Contrary to the common impression thar U.S. firms have in
recent years begun to 'react to such criticism by paying more
attention to process innovation than in the past, my results do not
indicate that there was any perceptible increase between 1976 and
1985 in the proportion of their R&D expenditures devored to new
or improved processes. Thus, in terms of the allocation of their
R&D funds, U.S. firms do not seem to have put more emphasis on
processes, despite this criticism.

Industrial Robots: A Case Study
An important industry in which the Japanese an: often cited as

being ahead ofthe United Stares is industrial robots. Given that this
is thecase, it is interesting to compare theinnovation process in the
two countries in this industry. From data obtained from a sample of
U.S. and Japanese robot producers that account for almost 90% of
U.S. robot output and about 20% of Japanese robot output, it
appears that the Japanese tend to be faster (by about 20 to 30%) and
use less resources (by about 10%) than their U.S. rivals in develop
ing and introducing a new robot (of cotnparable novelty, impor
tance, and complexity). U.S. firms devote a much larger percentage

37% versus 10%) of innovation cost to marketing start-up, and a
much lower percentage (4% versus 23%) to tooling and manufac
turing equipment and facilities than do Japanese firms (17).

The composition ofinnovation costs diJfers between high-growth
and low-growth robot producers. In both countries, high-growth
robot producers tend to devote a much higher proportion of
innovation costs to tooling and manufacturing facilities than do
low-growth robot producers, and the proportion devoted to mar
keting Start-Up seems to be much lower among high-growth than
low-growth robot producers. In this industry at least, it appears that
the more successful firms in both countries, like the Japanese, tend
to emphasize manufacturing in the innovation process, not marker
ing.

Given the oft-seared assertion that Japanese managers an: often
more patient than their U.S. counterparts, it is interesting to note
that the proportion of R&D expenditure devoted to relatively long
term projects (those expected to last more than 5 years) does not
differ significantly between the two countries-and the sample
proportion is higher in the United States than in Japan (Table 5).
Moreover, in contrast to other industries (asshown inTable4), the
share of R&D expenditure devoted to new products and product .
improvements (rather than new processes and process improve
ments) is higher for Japanese robot firms than fur U.S. robot firms.
Perhaps this is an indication that, as their technology becomes more
advanced and they become world leaders in particular areas, Iapa
nese firms will devote more resources to product R&D (relative to
process R&D), and become more like U.S. firms in this respect,

In both countries, high-growth robot producers tend to be more
research-intensive and technologically ambitious in their R&D
programs than low-growth robot producers. The percentage ofsales
devoted to R&D was about two or three times as great among high
growth as among low-growth producers. The percentage of R&D
expenditures devoted to research(rather than development), and the
percentage aimed at entirely new products and processes, was at
least twice as high among high-growth as among low-growth
producers. In the robot industry, the more successful firms seem to
devote a larger shan: of their R&D ro more fundamental and
technologically ambitious projects, which is likely to have contribut
ed to their success (18).

Table S. Compositionof R&D expenditures, Japanese and U.S. robot producers, 1985 (18).

Characteristics
Percentage of R&D expenditures

offirms* Basic research Applied research New products and product Entirely new products Projects expected
improvements and processes to last >5 years

Japanese firms 12 23 65 51 10
Large 12 24 65 53 8
Small II 17 73 10 34

High growth IS 32 73 63 6
Low growth 6 II 51 34 12

U.S. firms 13 21 39 46 17
Large IS 23 41 44 II
Small 2 8 25 56 50

r, High growth 14 29 48 52 12t
Low growth IS 4 22 19 lIf'·

*IntheUnited States, asma1I robotproducer isonewith1984 sales below $5 million; a large robot producer is onewith1984 salesof$5 million or more. In Japan,asmall~
producer isonewith1983 sales below 800million yen;a large robot producer isonewith f983 sales of8OO million yenormore.In theUnitedStares, high-groWth producers arc:
defined as those that had more than a 50% average annual increase in robot sales from 1982 to 1985; low-growth producers arc: those: mathada 50% increase or &cU. (Ofcourse,
thisisashort period, buttherobor industryisvery young. In one casewhere: data were unavailable for1982to 1985, thegrowth rare hadto bebased on onlypanoftileperiod.) In
Japm, high-growth producers arc: those that hadanaverage annual growth rate of sales of morc: than 50% during 1979to 1984; low-growth producers arethose thar hadan.aver
ag.:: annual growth rate of50% orless.(In cases wheredata wereunavailable for 1979to 1984.thegrowth rateshadto bebased on onlypart Oftheperiod.)ForJack of data, not:aU
ofthe sample canbeclassified as"high growth" or"low growth," Joinr venturesbetween U.S. and Japanese firms arc: omitted, sincetheyarc: neither purely American norpurely Ia
panese. fBecause of lad: of data, noraU of the sample canbeclassified as"high growth" or"lowgrowth." Thisexplains whyboththese percentages arc: bdowmefigure: of 17%
green in this coIwnn for aU U.S. firms.
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"Because the sample in this industry is small, this result should be treated with
considerable caution.

Table 6. Number of years beforehalf of major potential users introduced
robots, Japan and UnitedStates, by industry (19).

15
8

17
19
20

3
18
16

1
7

12

6
2
9

15
8

Number
of years

lost l;\le art ofcreative imitation" 123, p. 17). This is not to deny that
part of the Japanese advantage may be due to faerors like their
propensity to overlap various stagesof the innovation process, their
subcontractor network, and their fewer organizational barriers and
better communication between functional departments offirms. But
the faer that the Japanese advantage tends to be limited to innova
tions based on external technology suggests that it is in tliis area that
many central problems lie.

Third, part of these problems may be related to the differences
between Japan and the United States in the way resources are
allocated in the industrial innovation process. Whereas U.S. firms
emphasize marketing start-up to a much greater degree than do the
Japanese, they put much less emphasis on tooling, equipment, and
manufacturing facilities than do Japanese firms. Perhaps U.S. firms
might consider whether they safely can reduce the cost and time
devoted to marketing start-up without impairing the vital interface
between R&D and marketing. Although it would be foolish for the
United States, which has long been at the forefront of industrial
innovation to attempt mindlessly to mimic the Japanese, it would
also be foolish not to try to learn from them.

Fourth, my results, which are subject to many limitations detail~
elsewhere (9), support the contention that applied R&D in Iap
has yielded a handsome rerum, higher than in the United States. In
large parr, this can be explained by Japan's greater emphasis on ~
commercial (rather than government-financed) projects, by its
ability to obtain Western technology that was more advanced than 7(
its own, and which could be adapted and improved at relatively low
cost, and by its emphasis on process technology, which according to
many experts has tended to be neglected in the United States. On
the other hand, there is no evidence that the rate ofreturn from basic
research has been relatively high in Japan. Apparently, the Japanese
advantage has been confined largely to applied R&D, particularly
R&D concerned with the adaptation and improvement of existing \
technology.

Fifth, my results concerning robotics, an important area where
the Japanese currently seem to have an edge, suggest that the
Japanese advantage increases as one moves from R&D toward the
market. Whereas the Japanese seem to be quicker and more e/licient
innovators, they do not seemto bemoreeffective atR&D;Whereas
they have introduced many more robots than U.S. firms, thcy have

Autos
Electrical equipment
Metals
Machinery

Mean

VI/ited States

Japan

Industry

Autos and trucks
Auto pans andequipment
Electrical equipment
Appliances
Nonferrous metals
Steel
Farm and-construction machinery
Machinetools and industrial machinery
Other machinery"
Aerospace

Mean

Conclusions

The Diffusion of Industrial Robots
Although the industrial robot was largely an American invention,

the rate of imitation for industrial robots in the United States was
slow, relative to othermajor industrial innovations. On the basis of
data I obtained from a random sample of 100 major firms, it took,
on the average, about 12 years (from the date of first use in the
relevant industry) for half of the major potential users in ten
industries-autos, autoparts, electrical equipment, appliances, steel,
nonferrous metals, aerospace, farm machinery, machine tools, and
other machinery-ro begin using robots (Table 6). In contrast, it
took only about 5 years, on the average, for half of the potential
users in an industry to begin using numerically controlled machine
tools, an important precursor of robots (19).

In Japan, where U.S. robotics technology began to be transferred
in the 196Os, the rate of imitation was faster than in the United
States. On the basis of data I obtained from a random sample of 75
firms, it took, on the average, about 8 years (from the date offirst
use in the relevant industry) for half of the major potential users in
four industries-autos, electrical equipment, metals, and machin
ery-to begin using robots. In both the United States and Japan, the
imitation process can be represented reasonably well by a simple
econometric model I suggested a number of years ago (20).
According to the results, Japan's higher rate of imitation can be
explained entirely by its later start, which enabled it to use earlier
experience in the United States and elsewhere.

Turning from the rate of imitation (the growth over time in the
number offirms using robots) to the intrafirrn rate ofdiffusion (the
growth over time in the numberofrobots used bya finn), it seems
clear that the intrafirrn rate of diffusion has tended to be much
greater in Japan than in the United States. In my sample, the
number of robots used per 10,000 employees in 1985 was about
four to eight times as great (depending on the industry) in Japan as
in the United States (21).

In considerable part, this observed difference in robot use be
tween Japan and the United States seems to be due to differences in
the minimum rate of return required to justify investing in robots.
Whereas the Japanese often invest in robots yielding returns of20%,
U.S. firms frequently insist on 30% or more. This difference in
minimwn required rates of return hasbeennoted inotherstudies as
well, and it may reflect a tendency, cited by Kaplan (22) and others,
for U.S. firms to exaggerate their cost ofcapital. On the basisofdata
I obtained from the Japanese firms in the sample, it seems that, if
they had applied the same "hurdle rates" as their U.S. rivals, their
robot use would have fallen by 50% or more.

At least fiveconclusions seem to follow from the studies described
above; First, with respect to the differences between the two
countries in innovation cost and time, the situation is muchmore
varied and complex than is generally portrayed by the largely
anecdotal accounts that have begun to appear. Whereas the Japanese
have substantial advantages in this regard in some industries (nota
bly machinery), they do not seem to have any substantial advantage
in others (notably chemicals). Whereas they have very great advan-try tages in carrying out innovations based on external technology, they

- do not seem to have any in carrying out innovations based on
internal technology.*)1 I Second, a hu;ge part of America's problem in this regard seans. to

C- bj;. gy, to its apilarent inability to match tbs; Japanese as quick and
e ective users of external technology. As Brooks has warned, "The
Uniteg",.Srares, so ong accus orne a ca ave
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not been quicker to begin using them (when account is taken of
their later start). If, as many observers claim,U.S. industty has not
used robots as fully as it should, the principal fault docs not seem to
lie with U.S. R&D. Instead, this case seems to illustrate the
contention that, in those areas where the United Stares is falling
behind competitively, it is due frequently to problems not so much
in R&Q or inventiveness, but in the commercial application of
science.and technology.
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Three Gloomy Reports on US Industrial Prospects Issued by OTA

--...

In the Washington report-writing industry, it's a
boom seasoll for dour productions 011 the ineptitude of
American industry. Checking in with the following
new trio in this genre is the Congressional Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA), whose topics ofstudy
directly reflect Capitol Hill's concerns: '.

AdvancedMaterials by Design (GPO Stock No. 052
003·01095·0.353 pp., $14), reports that US industry
is mainly sitting on the sidelines, waiting to see
whether research on exotic materials can be used in
saleable products, while Japanese manufacturers are
closely involved with early efforts at commercializing
the next generation of composites and ceramics,
OTA notes that a large part of the US effort is fi
nanced by and focused on the needs of the Pentagon.
and that "By a margin of 2 to 1, the US-<:eramics
companies interviewed by OTA felt that Japan is the
world leader in advanced ceramics R&D."

Commercializing High·Temperature Superconduc
tivity (GPO Stock No. 052-003-01112-3, 106pp., $8),
reports that "American companies may already have

Job Changes & Appointments
AnM G. Keatky, Executive Director for Government

. and Public Affairs, National Academy of Sciences, has
been appointed Director of Institutional and External
Affairs at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, effec-
tive August 1. •

Erie Fisclur, formerly with the Senate Budget Com
mittee as a Congressional Fellow of the American Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Science, has been ap
pointed Deputy Director of the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute. Fischer was formerly on the faculty
of the University of Washington (Seattle). He succeeds
James R. Karr, who has been appointed Professor of
Biology at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni
versity, Blacksburg, Va.

Thomas L. Poulos, Professor of Biochemistry, Uni
versity of Maryland, has been appointed Director of the
Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology
(CARB), jointly sponsored by the University, the Na
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS), and Montgomery
County, which borders on Washington, DC. Walter J.
Stevens, a computational physicist at NBS, has been
appointed Deputy Director of CARB, one of four re
search centers in the Maryland Biotechnology Institute,
which aims to nurture high-tech industrial development.

Howard J. Silver has been appointed Executive Direc
tor of the Consortium of Social Science Associations. a
Washington·based lobby that represents socialand behav
ioral sciences scholarly and professional organizations.

Silver has held the post on an acting basis since the
resignation last January of David Jenness.

SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT REPORT-7

begun to fall behind." OTA adds that "Japanese
firms have been much more aggressive in studying
possible applications of HTS (high-temperature su
perconductivity), and have more people at work,
many of them applications-oriented engineers and
business planners charged with thinking about how to
get HTS into the marketplace."

Paying the Bill: Manufacturing andAmerica's Trade
Deficit (GPO Stock No.052·003·01124·7, 88 pp .. $4).
notes that "US pre-eminence in many manufacturing
fields has evaporated," and one big 'reason is that
"American manufacturers have fallen behind in the
practical application of technology...

OTA .,goesn't prescribe for its Congressional eli
ents, But the opnons offered in the three reports
include closer collaboration of the federal, academic,
and industrial sec~s ~f;;anded efforts to extract
industrIal valye from ;;;m;;uy R&Q and increased
federal financing of research in industry.

SuperintendentofDocuments, USGPO,Wasbington,DC
20402; tel. 2021783.3238.'

Medical Award Honors NCI Head
for Developing HodgkiDs Therapy

Vincent T. DeVita Jr., Director of the National Can
cer Institute, has been named the first recipient of a
$150,000prize established by the Pezeoller Foundation
of Trento, Italy, to honor outstanding medical research
ers. DeVita wascited for the development of treatments
for Hodgkins Disease and diffuse large-cell lymphomas,
The award, to be given every three years, is financed by
Alessio Pezcoller, now age 90, for many years a cancer
surgeon in Trento, and a major bank in that city. The
award selection was made by an international commit
tee of medical reseachers.. ' ...~

SGR Wins Investigative Prize
Science & Government Report has been named the

first recipient of a new prize for "exclusive or investiga
tive reporting" by newsletters.

The award was for SGR's coverage of fraud charges
against Stephen E. Breuning, a research psychologist
accused of fabricating data on tranquillizer dosage for
retarded children (SGR March 15, April I. lYH7j.
Breuning's research was branded fraudulent by the Na
tional Institute of Mental Health and he was -ubsc
qucntly indicted on federal criminal charges. He h,os
denied any wrongdoing.

The newsletter prize. $1000. is sponsored by the :\.,.
tional Press Foundation. an independent. non-profit nr·
ganization that annually awards prizes in variou.. l,:ah..··

gories of journalism.



Political Heat Rising on Sharing of Federal R&D Funds? I ..".J

(~

NCE & GOVERNMENT REPORT

From Equity. Excellence. and the Distribution of
Federal Research and Development Funds (88 pp.],
a/1 analysis prepared for Congress by William C.
Boesman and Christine Matthews Rose, staff mem
bers of the Science Policy Research Division, Con
gressional Research Service, Library of Congress.'

•
In addition to the comprehensive universities,

there are approximately 182research institutions fall
ing outside the "top" 100 universities [in receipt of
federal R&D funds], that are qualified to conduct
cutting-edge research. Major discoveries made in the
field of high-temperature superconductors ... cc
curred at the University of Houston and the Univer
sity of Alabama, Huntsville. The University of Ala
bama received $3.2 million in Federal support for
science and engineering While the University of
Houston received $7.9 million for R&D in fiscal year
1985. In comparison, Johns Hopkins University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both
"top-l00" institutions, received $429.2 million and
$187.7 million, respectively.

Proponents arguing for "geographical equity" in
dispersion of Federal science funds contend that poli
cies and programs should be established to strength
en and maintain strong science programs at these 182
research institutions. These "non-elite universities,"
or "second- and third-tier universities" as described
by David Eli Drew, Claremont Graduate School,
["Finest Science Not Always Found in the Fanciest
American Universities," Los Angeles Times, Octo
ber 18, 1987], are receiving a small fraction of Feder
al R&D funding while productively engaged in basic
research. These institutions, along with the compre
hensive institutions, are employing many doctoral
science faculty members from the top 100institutions

. rrom w~ich they graduated .... Proponents moos
tain that the present institutional concentration of
Federal science funds has failed to respond to shifts in
the distribution of scientific talent. The best research
ers and the best ideas are not necessarily limited to
the leading institutions.

Science & Government Report
Northwest Station
Box 6226A
Washington, D,C, 20015

July 15, 1988

[Whatever] the merits of the peer/merit review sys
tem, and there are many. that system is intended to
select the best proposals for scientific research from
among those available mainly on the basis of present
scientific merit regardless of extraneous factors, in
eluding geographical considerations. Thus, the peerl
merit review system is likely to reinforce the existing
geographical distribution of R&D funding to scien
tific institutions as long as it correlates with the distri
bution of research excellence.

•
[Various data suggest] that a relationship exists

(whether causal or derivative is unknown) between
Federal R&D funds expended in a State and the
economic level of the State as measured in terms of
per capita personal income .... [Of] the 17 States
having per capita personal income at or above the US
average in 1985, 10also received Federal R&D funds
above the US average per capita level. Perhaps even
more significantly, of the 34 States having per capita
income below the US average, 31 also received Fed
eral R&D funds below the US average per capita
level.

While much more than Federal R&D funds ex
pended in a State determine its relative economic
development, patterns [of distribution of Federal
R&D funds} suggest that the concerns of State and
regional policymakers about the importance of R&D
to their State may not be misplaced. Such patterns
also suggest that the unequal distribution of R&D
funds may become more of a political and economic
issue in the future than it has been over the last
couple of decades.

•Reports produced by the Congressional Research
Service are directly available only to members ofCon
gress. But the legislators and their staffs routinely ful
fill outside requests/or copies. To get this one, specify
that it's a report from the Congressional Research
Service. give the full title and the identifying document
code: 88-422 SPR. The main Capitol switchboard
number is 2021224-3121.

Se<oad dati _ peJd
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Memo To:

From:

Bill MIlesfj
fJ(r-

Norm Latk r

9/2/88

Subject: How USET Can Take Advantage Of The U.S.SBIR Program.

As you know, the SBIR legislation requires that every Federal
Agency conducting R&D above an identified funding level set aside
1&1/2% of their R&D bUdget to fund small business R&D proposals
which are responsive to Agency sOlicitations. While sOlicitations
are aimed to solve Agency problems, they have been sufficiently
broad to presume that a home could be found for most technology
USET controls. I calculate that the amount of funding available to
small businesses under the program is something in the order of
600,000 million dollars (1&1/2% X 40 billion dollars).The the 40
billion is derived from subtracting the 25 billion spent on Agency
intramural programs which are not subject to the legislation from
the 65 billion appropriated for the entire government R&D program.

SInce the law has been intrepreted to exclude universities and
its investagators as "small businesses",organizations such as USET
are in an ideal position to move its university technology through
the innovation process by licensing small business looking for
technology to develop with SBIR funding. Indeed given the continued
development of our SBIR database we could within short order
identify the small businesses who have been most successful in
competing for SBIR. We could further start with those small
businesses closest to the university client creating the
technology. (I would add inferentially that their is little
likelihood that the exclusion of univet'sities from the direct
benefits of the program will be soon reversed since the university
community openly and vigorously opposed this legislation.) Even
though a university or its investagatorscannot be recipients of
SBIR awards, half of a second phase award can be subcontracted by
a small business awardee to a university. Second phase awards can
run between $250,000 and $500,000. Indeed we could condition the
licensing of a small business on their subcontracting part of their
SBIR award to the university who created the technology.

Other factors make undertaking this approach attractive.
Investagation indicates that SBIR awardees can use their funding
to file patent applications. Universities are precluded from using
grant awards for this purpose. GIven appropriate timing we might
be able to pass on to the SBIR awardee the responsibility to
protect the licensed technology with award. funds.

Even the current belief that the inability of small business to
obtain product liability insurance makes them unreliable licensees,
seems to work to our benefit in the SBIR situation. The university
community does not seem to recognize that the small business can
be used as a vehicle to obtain SBIR funding for value added
research and their marketing of a resulting product conditioned on
obtaining product liability insurance. If they cannot/the product



can be licensed to a company that can, sUbject to part of the
royalty being shared with the small business.

As you know the Bayh-Dole bill (P.L.96-517) provides for small
business ownership of resulting patentable inventions. The SBIR
bill (P.L.97-219) ·goes a step further ~nd provides for ownership
of technology data which translates into permiting the small
business creator to keep some ideas as trade secrets. (This was one
of the contributions I made to the Act.) This could be important
in the context of improving university software with SBIR funding.

My interest in SBIR was peaked by a visit from Bill Partridge,
the President of Utah Bioresearch. Bill's interest is our
management of a number of interesting patented inventions which
appear to have at best limited markets. While reviewing them with
him it became evident that each had attracted SBIR funding
including phase 2. On the basis of this I asked whether Utah would
be interested in some of USET's technology as the focus of An SBIR
award. He said he was "intrigued" with the offer and has since
indicated that WRe he, representing Utah, would like to meet with
you on both we manageing their technology and they being a licensee
under our technology. In our discussions he did not appear to have
any problem with some of the license conditions noted above, i.e.,
subcontracting a part of the SBIR funding back to our university
client. Unfortunately you will be out of town at a time he was
available in Westport.

I am attaching a schematic that Jim Liverman and I created to
simplify what we think USET should be considering. We believe this
to be a Win-Win possibility that could give USET a very positive
new image with clients and the technology community. I would like
to proceed with getting the 10,000 SBIR awardees online so that we
can find out their location and who are multiple winners. I would
consider this a stand alone exercise from the T.I.C. database since
it has the potential of assisting technology management in Westport
now. It seems to me that it will also assist T.LC. later since
most of the SBIR data is available only in hardcopy.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

Mr.

Mr.

~;;/
Bill Miles.

JJM--:'-~Norman Latker

SUBJ:

DATE:

Retreat Subjects

October 14, 1988

The following are items that you
be quizzed about on retreat next week.
matters so no detail is provided.

may wish to discuss or may
We have discussed all these

1) On-line database.
2) In-house database.
3) SBIR.
4) University R&D Directory.
5) Physical location of Washington office.
6) SUPA Journal.
7) possible acquisitions:

a) Inside R&D.
b) Dvorkowitz.
c) Lloyd Patterson, Inc.
d) NERAC.

8) USET Involvement with Maxwell Foundation (including
contract guiding, conduct of research activities).

9) Smithsonian and Maryland Biotech Institute.
10) New clients (foreign and domestic).

NL:srn
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MBMORANDUM

University Sclence, Engineering
and Technology, Inc.
8000 Westpark Drive, McLean, VA 22102
Tel: 7031821.2030 Fax: 703/821-2049

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

It/I
Bil7/ Miles

plullV--
Norman Latker

November 18, 1988

"TECHSTART International"

Enclosed are the advertising materials for "TECHSTART
International", another of the growing list of companies
identified that solicit abstracts of current technology on a
specified format, create an in-house database and then sell
handcopy access to the technology areas that subscribers have
indicated an interest in.

The following companies are generally following the same approach
as TECHSTART:

Technology Catalysts
NERAC
Lloyd Patterson, International
Dr. Dvorkowitz and Associates
Technology Insights (Inside R&D)
Biomedical Business International
(BBI is now part of MCC through McMillan acquisition.)

Each company has some characteristics that distinguish them from
the others.

Technology Insights and BBI disclose their technology by
newsletters. BBI limits itself to the Life Sciences and also has
a conference capability.

Technology Catalysts claim that its database has much technology
from small businesses and also discloses through conferences.
Technology Insights puts great emphasis on reviewing the Patent
Office's weekly Gazette for new patents with high technology
potential.

Lloyd Patterson has only twenty one clients which he services on
a very personal basis including small conferences. .

NERAC searches not only its own database, but other on-line
databases to address specific technology problems.

S~a"fJ7~ 7edte~(J~
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Dr. Dvorkowitz is franchising his database overseas and solicits
a great deal of foreign technology. He recently sold his
conference capability.

While, in theory, all the companies have access to all technology
sources, it does not appear that anyone company has attempted to
get their arms around all sources. Their appears to be little
evidence that the federal laboratories are being ~apped to any
great extent. Their is a surprising amount of technology
available from industry sources.

with the possible exception of Technology Catalysts, there is no
evidence that these companies have tapped the SBIR abstracts.

As best as I could determine/all the companies are running in the
black. While this is in no means an exhaustive study of the
companies reviewed, it should assist in designing any service we
intend to provide around a technology database.

At the appropriate time, we certainly need to discuss in greater
depth what technology sources should be pursued and the process
for that pursuit. That will necessarily require an understanding
of what resources are needed and available. Part of this ,
discussion should include the.possibility that an integrated,
Orbit, USET and BBI could provide a better product than the
separate components.

cc: Mike Behar
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University Science. Engineerinll
and Technology, Inc.
8000 Wesrpark Drive. McLean. VA 22102
Tel: 7031821·2030 Fax: 7031821·2049

Richard Carlin
TIC
2900 Wilcrest
suite 400
Houston, TX 77042

Dear Richard:

september 28, 1988 ~

}, r---! c

Enclosed herewith are:

1986
1987

Department of Agriculture
BBIR TeChnical Abstracts 
BBIR Technical Abstracts -

The following SBIR Abstracts of Awards:

~
1.

Department of Commerce
SBIR Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987
SBIR Abstracts of Awards - 1988

Department of Defense
SBIR Abstracts of Phase II Awards - 1985
(Army) SBIR Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987
(Navy) SBIR Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987
(Air Force) SBIRAbstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987
(Defense Agencies) Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987

Department of Education
SBIR Abstracts of Awards - Phase I - 1987
SBIR Abstracts of Awards - Phase II - 1987

Department of Energy
SBIR Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987

Environmental Protection Agency
SBIR Abstracts of Phase I and Phase II Awards - 1983

1985
SBIR Abstracts of Phase I and Phase II Awards - 1987

Health and Human Services
SBIR Abstracts - Phase I and Phase II Awards - 1987

National Science Foundation
SBIR Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1985
SBIR Abstracts of Phase I Awards - 1987

Set«tu". 7""" 7«"".1.••
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2. Small Business Administration
Listing of all SBIR Awardees - 1987

3. Abstracts of inventions recommended by NBS to DOE for
funding under the Energy-Related Inventions Program; and,

4. Executive Summaries of Technology from UTC clients.

I estimate that the materials in 1 and 2 identify
approximately 10,000 technologies that have been either recommended
or have been granted funding through a government evaluation
process. There are approximately 180 technologies in the UTC
portfolio. Note that the UTC abstracts do not follow a consistent
format, which could require some reorganization of information on
your part. Under separate cover, I will be sending .you the
.electronic version of the HHS hard copy segment identified in
No. 1 above since the electronic version contains more information
than that found in the hard copy version. With these materials and
FEDRIP I believe that we have the beginnings of the database we've
discussed.

When organizing this information I believe that FEDRIP should
be broken up into at least Grants and Contracts since these
categories represent different stages of the innovation process.
That is also true of Phase I and Phase II of the SBIR Abstracts
provided which are already categorized as either Phase I or Phase
II. You shoUld carefully review the Energy-Related Inventions
abstracts for categorization within the innovation process.
Roughly, they appear to be similar to the abstracts you will find
in Phase I or Phase II of the SBIR awards.

Databases we are still seeking, but are not yet available are:

1. The United Kingdom Research in Progress, or BEST
Database, Which as defined to us is a rough equivalent
of FEDRIP and is possibly available electronically
through Pergamon Orbit;

2. The UPI equivalent of the UTC Executive Summaries;

3. The Dvorkovitz World Technology Database;

4. Pergamon Orbit's on-line technology databases, for
eKample, AQUALINE and RAPRA:

5. Technology from federal laboratories, whether contractor
or employee managed, and technology from non-client
universities. To some extent the Dvorkovitz database,
if acquired, would bring us some non-client (domestic and
foreign) university technology and technology from
foreign government databases: and,
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6. Technology o~tained through solicitation of editors of
Pergamon journals. While we have requested that Ro~ert

Maxwell contact the journals on this matter, the draft
letter provided has not yet ~een sent.

Many problems are attached to the acquisition of the six
databases identified ~ove and no definitive time can ~e predicted
as to when acquisition can be completed. In addition, a great deal
of work remains to be completed in assuring the continuous flow of
information from the databases enclosed with this letter.
Identification of those problems and how they might be resolved
will be more easily addressed as you begin inputting the materials
in your possession.

Sincerely,

AI -'::11 -.~/- .,.1til.
Norman J. Latker
Vice President
USET

NJL:rk
cc: Bill Miles

Enclosures




